
Chairman of the Alexandria Chamber of Shipping  

Dear Sir, 

 

Within the framework of close cooperation between the Port Authority and the Alexandria Chamber of shipping on 

improving the port's performance. 

Referring to the meeting held on Monday, 16/11/2020 in the Central Administration of movement  for the provisions 

of control and control over the transport, handling and storage of dangerous goods, and complete automation of 

dangerous goods where to be submitted by shipping agencies to list dangerous goods through the website of the Port 

Authority. 

Please kindly direct you to warn shipping agencies to adhere to the electronic listings of dangerous goods (loading - 

Discharging) on the automated system of the Alexandria Port Authority to facilitate procedures and Tight control 

over, transport, handling and storage of dangerous, flammable, explosive or polluting goods before arrival The ship 

with a period  not less than 48 hours as follows:- 

 The shipping agency shall list the dangerous goods (the dangerous goods list) 48 hours before the ship 

sailing on the authority’s automated system, provided that the lists include all the cargo data. 

 In case of any amendment occurs by the shipping agency in the consignment goods, whether by addition or 

cancellation, the shipping agency must refer to the General Administration of movement of Cargo to notify 

this procedure. 

 The main agency of the ship inserts all the dangerous containers incoming on the ship and coordinates in 

advance with the subsidiary agencies before berthing process. 

 The inclusion of dangerous goods incoming letters to the port with a transit fee by the shipping agency on 

the authority’s automated system so that the persons concerned with the movement of goods can inform the 

Civil Protection Department to determine the accounting categories and the necessary escorts according to  

the decisions issued in this regard. 

 In case there are containers of dangerous goods shipped to other ports on the ship (a transit cargo 

/ containers), the data shall be included before the Vessel berth. 

 The complete export data (shipment permission), especially container numbers, are included on 

the authority’s automated system before leaving the vessel. In case container numbers are not 

included, a shipment stop is made on the agency’s automated system for incoming trips to the 

shipping agency, provided that the shipping agency is required to return to the General 

Administration of Goods Movement to lift the suspension About upcoming trips 

Chairman  

Tarek Shaheen 


